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Thank you, Burton.
Thank you, Dr. Gordon for inviting me to speak at this conference.
Dear fellow doctors,
We all know, that unsuccessful therapy is a well-known companion to each of us. We also know,
how little we understand medical problems. I remember Dr. Osborn’s last comment when
Dietrich Klinghardt called him and said: Gary the mercury is back!
Or Dr. Steenblock's statement: " I was puzzled that stem cells did not work at all and in other
cases there were dramatic improvements." Dr. Gordon mentioned that chelation may just catch
the free metal ions in the blood and thereby exert the improvement, and Dr. Douwes stated:
Chemotherapy m a y kill cancer cells but it certainly kills healthy cells.
Our main target here is the non-responding patient.
ONDAMED means "medicinal wave". It is an induction rebuilding the electromagnetic life field of
diseased tissue. It does that by specific waves applied to non-functional parts of the body.
Both the blocked tissue and the necessary specific induction-wave are found by a simple pulse
test in cooperation with the ONDAMED Biofeedback System. The wave range is 0.1 to 32,000
Hertz and 60 milli-tesla. By producing a specific, single wave, for each individual patient, the
system works very powerfully and effectively. Special brain programs eliminate pathological
impulses stored in the CNS.
The ONDAMED System offers 172 well-designed programs effective for a wide spectrum of
health disorders. Another component of the ONDAMED includes microorganism specific
frequencies.
It is essential for both, symptomatic and systemic treatment. However, one needs to follow the
protocol to counteract chronic illness.
ONDAMED is a must and a basic tool for any therapist in the 21 century.
Our common goal here is to regenerate life functions. Let me move on to the ONDAMED
System by telling you about a patient from Philadelphia.
This case will be our prototype of holistic procedures that will represent any other disease as
well. May it be glaucoma, fibromyalgia, colitis, nerve diseases, Parkinson, diabetes,
depressions, mental disorders, emphysema, blood diseases, liver diseases, heart diseases, etc.
Here we have a 59-year-old lady from Philadelphia with an ovarial sarcoma, metastasized into
the liver and throat. It was very difficult for her to swallow. Fluid was running out of her nose
when drinking and her speech was impaired. A paraneoplastic syndrome of her skin due to a
fungicide injection left her face grotesquely swollen. Her skin was also swollen, cracking and
bleeding. Kachexia and total loss of energy left her almost dying.
For months committed doctors with all kinds of the best available healing products and
macrobiotics avoiding meat and salt had treated her. The result was a disaster.
So what went wrong? Why did all attempts fail?

We approached this disease as follows:
First: The key! Homeopathic D100 potencies, as published by the late John Henry Clarke,
Burnett, and James Tayler Kent two centuries ago. They are effective against cancer.
Second: The ONDAMED Biofeedback System is used to make the patient respond. Paul Nogier
had already explained the” blocked patient in the 60ies. By scanning the patient with a polarizing
filter he detected "blocked" sites. With the ONDAMED we find and treat those "blocked sites",
making the patient respond to therapy.
Third: the Biological Score, developed by Helmut Schimmel. It was our daily tool to control the
efficacy of both, the ONDAMED and homeopathic D100 substances.
It also predicts the quality of therapeutic moves, if the Score can be lowered below 13.
All other therapies, as orthomolecular, heavy metal detox, TFH balance according to
Dr.Thie, Psycho-Kinesiology according to Klinghardt and Kaeding were necessary additions.
Later whole body, and local hyperthermia with low dose chemotherapy (Taxotere 20mg,
Carboplatin 150mg/15 ml, Herceptin 150mg) had been added at Dr. Douwes’ clinic.
However, the daily ONDAMED and the D100 potencies have made the trick.
Our graphics show clearly how the Score was lowered day by day over a period of ninety days.
Back to our diagnostic procedures:
The first move was the EDS (Electro dermal Screening, the VEGA test). It gave us the causal
chain. The colon and the lungs were responsible for the ovarial problem.
In her records she had decades of recurring colon problems with diarrhea and bleedings.
The cause had never been found!
Concerning her lungs she had severe pneumonia twice. The Vega test revealed an ongoing
smouldering inflammation, which the patient was not aware of.
To vectorize the underlying problems we needed a second diagnostic method, the QUINT
System. It revealed a cry of the body for progesterone. Progesterone was the only hormone,
which would neutralize so-called reactional blockages. In her records she had been hormonally
tested ten years ago with almost no detectable estrogen. Consequently, she had been treated
with estrogen, which she, however, never tolerated well.
The cause for her hormonal turmoil - the chronic salmonellosis (found by the ONDAMED, and
Quint) - had never been found.
Remember her decades of colon disorders.
Together with her load of xenoestrogens (DDT and Bromophos) she apparently had an
estrogen/progesterone problem and only progesterone was capable of breaking the hormonal
blockage. Further factors, as radioactive sodium and radioactive chloride, mercury, together with
gluten intolerance made her feed the tumor growth.
Iridology revealed the colon dysfunction and no special signs of the ovary.
The SEG showed dysfunction in both lungs (the old pneumonia).

The Biological Terrain (BEV) revealed toxins and mesenchymal acidosis (salmonella and
gluten).
The Biological Score (Schimmel) was 10/12/14/16/18, suggesting a spreading cancer.
Psycho-Kinesiology discovered multiple familiar traumata and we started treatment to assimilate
them according to Klinghardt or Kaeding.
Treatment:
We put the patient on a meat- and gluten free diet.
We started with 10mg of progesterone and raised it to 500mg daily after a few days.
Na-EDTA infusions were given to support heavy metal detox.
However, we have seen over years, that the primary goal and the utmost importance is the
reduction of the Biological Score to 2 numbers only, and below 13. The ideal score would be 6/8
or even lower 4/6.
Another vital factor to control disease is to keep the score permanently low and prevent it from
going beyond 13.
We know that a low score enables the body to respond to homeopathic medications or other
remedies. Regulation would jump-start again. The former blocked or "closed" system would
switch into an open system. Any score beyond 13 and more than two numbers such as 11/13/15
would represent a blocked system or "closed" system.
Closed systems have no chance of survival.
The ONDAMED System has proven to be vital in achieving these goals: to open up the system,
to find and eliminate blockages, and above all, make the patient feel better in a very short time
(hours or days).
It made the D100 homeopathic potencies work.
Graphics over 90 days of the ONDAMED application twice a day show the healing impact
of that system. The Biological Score was effectively and permanently lowered below 12 as
postulated. It also depicts the constant and stable reduction of the 3 or 4 or 5 number Score to
the 2 number Score: for instance 10/12/14/16/18 to 6/8.
Over years, without the ONDAMED, we had the problem of a high rate of non-responding
patients to homeopathic approaches. As kids usually respond nicely to homeopathy, adults and
seniors display increasingly "the non responding patient" due to accumulation of heavy metals,
toxins and lymphatic blockages.
The ONDAMED finds those blocked sites and treats them as subjectively felt by the patient, and
proven by the SEG, real time Thermography, and the Biological Score.
The healing D100 potencies then appeared layer by layer:
First it was Calendula D100, which healed the skin in “fast forward” motion.
Potassium bichromicum D100 cleared her swollen face and rebuilt thinking and awareness. At
this point the patient had gained enough strength to receive Hyperthermia and low dose
Chemotherapy together with Herceptin and natural substances at Dr. Douwes Clinic in
St.George, Germany.

Second it was Hydrochloric acid D100, which opened up her throat within 10 minutes and from
then on our patient could swallow, speak and breathe. The throat tumor was no longer
detectable.
Each time the Score would go up, especially after chemotherapy, the ONDAMED reduced it
effectively to normal.
Weekly chemotherapies in Philadelphia were well tolerated with two ONDAMED applications
daily. She could go shopping in the supermarket again with some help.
The third and final step, to knock down the remaining tumor, was complicated. She still had a
residual pelvic tumor of 4 cm and a small storage at her outer liver after 3 months.
During her second visit in our clinic we then resumed vectorized diagnostics with the Quint
System and revealed a completely different situation:
The ovary was not important any more. Organic acids were leading. Splitting revealed Formic
acid as the cause. The second leading factor was Salmonella again. Vectorizing Salmonella,
pointed to the pancreas.
We then chose the end-pancreas-acupuncture point and the point of the ovary according to Voll.
EDS of thousands of homeopathics to balance these two points produced Formicic acid D100,
Salmonella D100 , and Helonias dioica D100. These substances melted the tumor away within a
few days together with a very distinctive red swelling on all knuckles of both hands. A pet scan a
few days later, blood parameters and a blood culture for tumor cells did not show any remaining
tumor in the patient. Dr. Douwes declared it a miracle.
In conclusion we found the ONDAMED essential for rebuilding the life functions. The System is
highly specific and tells us where and how to treat. It is capable - as monitored - to optimize the
Biological Score and providing the matrix or mesenchyme to respond to other therapies, such as
D100 homeopathy. The ONDAMED is fitting perfectly into the findings of Becker and Selden
who found out, that a frog could also regrow a leg like the salamander, if the electromagnetic
field at the amputation stump was altered to equal the field of the salamander. A frog usually
cannot regrow a limb.
These findings led to comprehensive EM field-testing by Burr at Yale University. He found out,
that life functions depend upon the changing EM field.
The specialty of the ONDAMED is its application of producing specific waves that initiate
induction in the tissue as shown in the case presented. And above all, the ONDAMED guides
you to the location of the patient’s “blocked” area. Our patient in Philadelphia had to be treated
very often in the thoracic region alternating with the lower abdomen.
Within 3 months this patient gained 25 pounds.
The problem of the "non - responding patient" is solved quickly and effectively with the
ONDAMED Biofeedback System.
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